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GORILLA XDX CLEANS CONCRETE AND ASPHALT 

AREAS WITH NO SCRUBBING 
Gorilla XDX features an environmentally friendly formula that blasts through oil 
stains without the use of acids or caustics. This biodegradable, non-flammable 
product removes petroleum based soil from concrete or asphalt without 
scrubbing. Gorilla XDX breaks down the oil’s hydrocarbon chain with a unique 
combination of high grade surfactants and oil eating bacteria. Simply follow the 
directions below. 
 
 

Wet Method where rinsing is available: 
1) Attach a spray top (pump sprayers may also be used) and adjust it to a 

heavy mist.  
2) When dry, rinse with a bucket of water, hose, or pressure washer. 
3) Gorilla XDX will not interfere with oil separators. 

 

Dry Method where rinsing is prohibited:  
1) Attach a spray top (pump sprayers may also be used) and adjust it to a 

heavy mist.  
2) Spray directly on dirty gas pads particularly on heavy oil spots.  
3) Gorilla XDX will gradually break down the hydrocarbon chain and 

dissipate the oil without rinsing or scrubbing. 
4) For immediate results, apply and wipe clean with an absorbent pad or a 

cloth.  
5) Agitating with a deck brush will also speed up the process.    
6) Unlike bio-organic dry powders, Gorilla XDX can be used in damp or wet 

conditions and will not leave a gummy residue that gets tracked into the 
stores. 
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Gorilla XDX Blows Away Dry Organic Powdered 
Cleaners Like the Wind! 

Gorilla XDX totally removes heavy oil stains that brush in organic powdered 
cleaners won’t touch. Run the numbers. On smooth concrete Gorilla XDX costs 

about 60% less to do the job. On rough concrete, the savings is even larger. 
Gorilla XDX works faster and requires less labor to apply and activate. Actual 

photos with time lines are followed by a blow by blow comparison below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GORILLA XDX CONCRETE CLEANER          DRY POWDERED CLEANERS 
Removes heavy oil stains      Does not remove heavy oil 
Removes dirt and grime      Won’t cut conventional soil 
Works great with rinsing      Water creates a gummy paste 
Can be applied to a wet surface     Must be applied to dry surface 
Wind does not affect application     Can’t apply when windy  
Biodegradable and non-toxic     Biodegradable and non-toxic 
Contains Oil Eating Bacteria     Contains Oil Eating Bacteria 
Can use gas pads immediately     Can use gas pads immediately 
Works long after application     Works long after application 
Noticeable improvement immediately    Improvement within 24 hours 
Does not absorb oil      Does not absorb oil  
Can apply and walk away      Can apply and walk away 
Costs about 85 cents to clean a pad     Costs about $8 to clean a pad 
Does not artificially whiten pads     Leaves a white powder look 
Works great on Asphalt      Not for use on asphalt 

Gorilla XDX is easy on the environment and tough on grease. It is the safest, 

fastest, most effective way to clean gas pads and parking areas. 

To get started, contact Apter Industries 

Joe DeLuca at 800-441-7146 orjdeluca@apterindustries.com. 

Rick Gobel at 800-441-7146 or rgobel@apterindustries.com  
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